
Untitled
SES Hyderabad:

Presented on Aug 13th to teh chapter:

1. The school has been running for more than 1 decade now.
2. Located in slum area of Adikmet in Hyderabad
3. Currently they have 12 teachers and one HM teaching the students
4. They want to hire 2 new teachers upon approval of this budget
5. They want to hire one arts and crafts teacher upon approval of this budget
6. Out of the 12 teachers, 7 teachers have been trained to be teachers. Rest of them
have just a degree and no teacher training.
7. They have 3 admins staff - 2 maids and one attender
8. They have a special educator who works part time to help the children after 
classes - something similar to teaching evening tutions or special classes
9. They would like to build a computer lab, science lab and a library. Expenses to 
rent these facilities is part of budget.
10. They have 244 students this year. They have started class 10 this year since 
last years's class 9 students have come to class 10 this year.
11. They have few students dropping out each year. Reasons are parents migrate, 
children take up role of supporting family by earning or taking care of siblings. 
Girls being married off is one other reason for dropping out of girls above age 12.
12. They have one govt middle school around this area and teaching does not happen 
in this school, so children do not learn.
13. They also want to hire a part time computer instructor after they build a 
computer lab.
14. They have a part time music teacher teaching the music to the kids for 2 hrs on 
sundays and any public holidays. About 60 children learn music.
15. Girl to biy ratio is about 2:3
16. New children are admitted only in KG and not in higher classes. They don't admit
new kids in higher classes because there is no space.

Questions raised in the meeting:
1. What kind of music is taught?
2. Why havent they approached anybody for donation?
3. What is the girl/boy ratio for higher classes
4. Why can't they take kids in place of dropped out kids in higher classes?
5. have they increases any budget item or introduced any new budget line before we 
funded the? Compare this year's budget to 2005's budget. Reason behnid this question
is that have they spent any money based on the funds we approved.
6. What is the next level leadership for this school?
7. Why haven't they registered this school? If they register this school, they can 
apply for govt funds to make this school govt-aided. They can also avial other 
sources of govt money through various govt policies and govt schemes.
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